
Childhood 
Trauma  
in School
WORKSHOP THREE 

“PRACTICAL STRATEGIES”



Format of the workshop
• Introduction 
•  Systems 
•  Strategies 
•  Sustenance 
•  Questions and discussion



Presenters

 Alastair Lidster – Educational Psychologist and Co-author of Fagus 
 Lucy Barnes – Head teacher, Beech Lodge School 
 Daniela Shanly – Founder and Proprietor Beech Lodge School



Workshop One 
An introduction

 A parent’s 
perspective

What do we mean by 
trauma?

Introducing the 
concept of 
Adverse 
Childhood 
Experiences

Regulation/ 
Dysregulation

The relevance of 
child development

Introducing  
P.A.C.E.



Workshop Two 
Impact, resilience, response

 ACE

Experience is reflected in 
neural networks Early experience 

seems to have the 
greatest impact but 
the brain remains 
“plastic”

Growth mindset 
Self concept 
Cognitive development 
Language development

Resilience 
framework

Relationships 
and attachment



Professional training,  
values and policy

Quality first teaching

Targeted intervention

Whole School

Whole class

Individual



Professional training,  
values and policy

Quality first teaching

Targeted intervention

Ethos and values

Approach

Intervention

AcademicSocial and emotional



Ethos and values

Approach

Intervention

Social and emotional

Relationships mediate change, person centered approach, 
education is for the whole child, both feelings and knowledge are 
important to development, it’s a journey

Developmental, empathic, child centered, motivating, engaging, 
genuine, evidence based, PACE, unconditional positive regard, 
authoritative, controlled, kind, positive, 

….used to fill specific skills/ knowledge/ behaviour gaps that will 
not be addressed through the schools overall approach



Safe and positive 
relationships

Adverse experiences 

Trust 

High levels of…

Negative interactions

Positive affect

Anxiety

Low levels of…



Unconditional Positive Regard





Unconditional Positive Regard
 Carl Rogers (1902-1987)  stated that: 
 for a person to "grow", they need an environment that provides them with genuineness 
(openness and self-disclosure), acceptance (being seen with unconditional positive 
regard), and empathy (being listened to and understood). 

 Without these, relationships and healthy personalities will not develop as they should, 
much like a tree will not grow without sunlight and water. 

  



 Unconditional positive regard  is 
the basic acceptance and support 
of a person regardless of what the 
person says or does.



Relationships
 https://www.bing.com/videos/search?
q=you+tube+karen+treisman&view=detail&mid=4875E757B572996AFD4F4875E757B5
72996AFD4F&FORM=VIRE

https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=you+tube+karen+treisman&view=detail&mid=4875E757B572996AFD4F4875E757B572996AFD4F&FORM=VIRE
https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=you+tube+karen+treisman&view=detail&mid=4875E757B572996AFD4F4875E757B572996AFD4F&FORM=VIRE
https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=you+tube+karen+treisman&view=detail&mid=4875E757B572996AFD4F4875E757B572996AFD4F&FORM=VIRE


Playfulness

CuriosityAcceptance 

 

Empathy
• Adults’ understanding of the child 

is experienced and communicated 
 

• A felt sense of the 
other’s actual 
experience

·   Light- touch   ·  hopeful ·   open ·  spontaneous 

opportunistic ·     friendly  ·  positive

• Unconditional Positive Regard 

• Everything the child does is 
accepted 

• Behaviour is communication, 
accept the child’s 
communication 

 

• Non-judgemental 

• Adult does not know best 

• Adult genuinely wants to know 

• Adult has an active interest in the 
child’s experience

PACE



 

What is Empathy?



PACE

Play – Think of a game that you can play 
to make them laugh, ie funny faces or 
voices, silly songs or stories, self-
deprecating stories for older pupils 

Accepting – Have a conversation with 
them where you try to validate their 
negative feelings instead of reassuring 
them – ask them to tell you more about 
how they feel

Curiosity – When they say something, 
ask them questions about that one thing 
e.g. on a scale of 1 to 10 how painful was 
that?, How did that make you feel?, What 
do you think they were feeling. Use I 
wonder statements, I wonder whether 
you are feeling …….

Empathy - Listen and be there for them



ACTIVITY
USING PACE



Empathy

Resistance to violence

Theory of mind

Mind mindedness

inf
lue

nc
e



Mind mindedness
• The caregiver’s ability to see things from the child’s point of view 

• Recognising and “tuning in” to the infant’s thoughts and moods 

• Commenting on the infant’s thoughts and moods in “conversation” 
with the infant

The baby points or gestures and the parent says 
“Oh I can see you want that”



Mind mindedness in school
 Recognise and acknowledge emotions, tune in and validate 

 “It’s really hard to be around other people when they are angry. I think it made you feel a 
bit angry too.” 

 “I can tell by that big smile that you are really happy about winning that game!”



Beacon House Therapeutic Services & Trauma Team



Communication
 If you really want to help someone first of all you must 
find  where he is and start there....Helping somebody 
implies you must understand more than he does, but 
first you must understand what he understands. If you 
cannot do that, your understanding will be of no avail.’  

 Kierkegaard, 1849  
✓ Don’t leave room for interpretation/ doubt.  
✓ Differentiate for cognition and language 
✓“Listen to behaviour” 



Communication
 Dear XXX, 

 We know how hard it was for you today. We could see how cross you were at times.  

 That must have been really tough for you to have lost at chess, I would have felt very disappointed too.  

 We were really impressed that you followed Root’s suggestion and went to the chill out room when you felt in the Red zone.  

 Roots and I are very much looking forward to seeing you tomorrow.  

 When you arrive tomorrow we will do some cooking. Last week  you showed how skilled you were at baking and Roots and I 
are going to have to put in several intensive sessions to catch up with you Master Chef!!  

 We think that you are going to be able to show us some top class following of instructions to weigh and mix the ingredients so 
that the recipe comes out right. We think that you will also be exceptionally good at licking the spoon when we have finished!!! 

 Would you like to make sweet flapjacks or cheesy bites? Please let us know. 



 Dear XXX, 

 We know how hard it was for you today. We could see how cross you were at times.  

 That must have been really tough for you to have lost at chess, I would have felt very disappointed too.  

 We were really impressed that you followed Root’s suggestion and went to the chill out room when you felt in the Red 
zone.  

 Roots and I are very much looking forward to seeing you tomorrow.  

 When you arrive tomorrow we will do some cooking. Last week  you showed how skilled you were at baking and Roots and I 
are going to have to put in several intensive sessions to catch up with you Master Chef!!  

 We think that you are going to be able to show us some top class following of instructions to weigh and mix the ingredients so 
that the recipe comes out right. We think that you will also be exceptionally good at licking the spoon when we have finished!!! 

 Would you like to make sweet flapjacks or cheesy bites? Please let us know. 

 Regulate/Relate
What elements of 
PACE are being 
used here?



 Dear XXX, 

 We know how hard it was for you today. We could see how cross you were at times.  

 That must have been really tough for you to have lost at chess, I would have felt very disappointed too.  

 We were really impressed that you followed Root’s suggestion and went to the chill out room when you felt in the Red zone.  

 Roots and I are very much looking forward to seeing you tomorrow.  

 When you arrive tomorrow we will do some cooking. Last week  you showed how skilled you were at baking and Roots and I 
are going to have to put in several intensive sessions to catch up with you Master Chef!!  

 We think that you are going to be able to show us some top class following of instructions to weigh and mix the ingredients so 
that the recipe comes out right. We think that you will also be exceptionally good at licking the spoon when we have finished!!! 

 Would you like to make sweet flapjacks or cheesy bites? Please let us know. 

 Unconditional Positive Regard



 Dear XXX, 

 We know how hard it was for you today. We could see how cross you were at times.  

 That must have been really tough for you to have lost at chess, I would have felt very disappointed too.  

 We were really impressed that you followed Root’s suggestion and went to the chill out room when you felt in the Red zone.  

 Roots and I are very much looking forward to seeing you tomorrow.  

 When you arrive tomorrow we will do some cooking. Last week  you showed how skilled you were at 
baking and Roots and I are going to have to put in several intensive sessions to catch up with you 
Master Chef!!  

 We think that you are going to be able to show us some top class following of instructions to weigh 
and mix the ingredients so that the recipe comes out right. We think that you will also be exceptionally 
good at licking the spoon when we have finished!!! 

 Would you like to make sweet flapjacks or cheesy bites? Please let us know. 

 Making the future safe

What elements of 
PACE are being 
used here?



 Dear XXX, 

 We know how hard it was for you today. We could see how cross you were at times.  

 That must have been really tough for you to have lost at chess, I would have felt very disappointed too.  

 We were really impressed that you followed Root’s suggestion and went to the chill out room when you felt in the Red zone.  

 Roots and I are very much looking forward to seeing you tomorrow.  

 When you arrive tomorrow we will do some cooking. Last week  you showed how skilled you were at baking and Roots and I are going 
to have to put in several intensive sessions to catch up with you Master Chef!!  

 We think that you are going to be able to show us some top class following of instructions to weigh and mix the ingredients so that the 
recipe comes out right. We think that you will also be exceptionally good at licking the spoon when we have finished!!! 

 Would you like to make sweet flapjacks or cheesy bites? Please let us know. 

 Offering Choice and Control

Controlled choice for 
pupils who are 
demand avoidant



Activity
WRITE YOUR OWN LETTER



Scenario
 Pupil has had a number of fall outs with peers on arrival at school, was resistant to work 
after assembly and refused to go in to the literacy lesson. When they did go on to the 
classroom they refused to read and lay their head on the desk. They were unfocused in 
class after lunch and irritable with staff. At the end of the day their lunch was found 
thrown away in the classroom bin.  

 Using the template, write a letter to this pupil using unconditional positive regard, PACE 
and the other principles discussed.  

   
 State age and short character profile at the start of your letter. 



Practical Strategies
ISSUES
1. Separation Anxiety 

2. Hypervigilance 

3. Sensory and Motor Issues 

4. Control

INTERVENTIONS

1. Allow in to school early, give responsibility 
and allow items from home 

2. Seating arrangements support feelings of 
safety 

3. Recognise the need to fiddle, make 
expectations appropriate, allow for extra time 

4. Manipulation is a coping strategy



Practical Strategies
1. Shame 

2. Disassociation  

3. Compliant Behaviour

1. Avoid reading aloud, sanctions such as 
being sent to another class, sitting 
outside head’s office, naughty chair, 
internal exclusion – Provide Time in 
rather than Time out.  

2. May well be in the freeze survival 
strategy. Unknown trigger – gently bring 
back in non-shaming way 

3. Probably highly anxious. Needs to be 
aware that your acceptance is not 
reliant on ‘good behaviour’ 



Active Movement Based
WALKING – Being 
given information 

whilst walking (WC 
and I)

A regular walking 
break in between 

activities (I)

Taking messages to 
pre-warned adults 
within the school (I)

DANCING – 
Morning, post break 

or post lunch 
movement minute 

(WC and I)

Song with actions in 
between activities    

(WC and I)

Dancing in between 
activities and/ or at 
specific points e.g 

lunch club (WC and 
I)

RUNNING – 
Morning class 

activity – morning 
mile ( WC and I)

Periodic movement 
breaks during a 

lesson (WC and I)

As part of a club. 
Look at talents and 

interests of staff 
SALT and run?????

Skipping, skate 
boarding, scootering 

Swinging on monkey 
bars, push/ pull 

weight resistance



•Rocking on a chair, bouncing on a ball chair/yoga ball (I) 
•Yoga sequence (WC and I) 
•Tension stretches at start of day and following key transition points (WC and I) 
•Chair aerobics (WC and I) 
•Meditation/ Mindfulness  (WC and I) 
•Breathing exercises – 3 deep breaths, hold and repeat (WC and I) 
•Matched breathing activities ( WC and I) 
•Blowing objects as a focussed activity  (I) 
•Stroking school pet (I) 

Gentle Movement Based



Rhythm Based
Drumming – Formal 
or informal lessons/
therapy  (WC and I)

In between activities 
(WC and I)

Tapping – Self-
tapping on knees or 
hands – encourage 
thinking of positive 
things ( WC  and I)

Self tapping and 
deep breathing  

(WC and I)

Singing/Music – 
Music in background 

– surprisingly 
effective with not just 

traditional 

soothing music, 
rhythmic beats, 

particularly effective 
(WC and I)

Singing (safe adult 
required for 1: 1 

time)

Using headphones 
to listen to music 

privately (I)

Writing, singing, 
creating music for 
songs ( rap has 
current appeal! )  

(WC and I)



Strategies to support Academic 
Progress
Back Off! – Re-define differentiation. Think not just 
cognitive competence but think whole child/social and 
emotional age



Developing Executive Functioning Skills

Behaviour 
Inhibition Emotional Control

Shift Initiate

Organisation



• Positive Affect 
• Outdoors 
• Fun 
• Laughter 
• Quick Recovery



Looking after yourself



What emotions does 
this work trigger?
•An individual exercise 
•Look at the sheet titled Resource 6.3 
•Circle the emotions that you have experienced and, if 
you would like to, add more to the list



Be self-aware
 “Knowledge of the self is the mother of all knowledge“

Khalil Gibran “The Prophet”



Teamwork
▪ Supervision 

▪ De-briefs when needed 
▪ Tag in and out when you need to 
▪ Celebrate successes with colleagues and encourage 
others to do the same 
▪ Social gatherings outside school 
▪ Shared responsibility (we are all part of a bigger 
system)



Leadership
Create the conditions that allow 
each person to do their job 

▪Training 
▪Policy 
▪Support 
▪Resources 



Working with parents
▪ Empathy 

▪ Include them in the “team around the child” 
▪ Contact them when things go well 
▪ Avoid comparison with home and school (people are 
different in different places)



Maslow

Physiological needs 
Breathing, food, water, sleep, homeostasis etc.

Safety needs 
Security of health, employment, resources, family, property etc.

Love/ belonging needs 
Friendship, family and inclusion in society

Esteem 
Self-esteem, confidence, achievement, 

respect of others

Self-
actualisation 

Morality, creativity, lack 
of prejudice etc.



Resources 11.3 and 11.5

 Have a look at the list and prioritise a few of the themes for yourself. 

 Discuss your priorities with your colleagues.




